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										Recent Blogs
	Factors to Consider When Buying a New Kitchen



Creating a Timeless, Quality Kitchen That Will Stand the Test of Time Buying a new kitchen is a minefield with so many choices available today. …Read More


	What Are the Benefits of a Kitchen Island?



When renovating or remodelling your kitchen, it’s crucial to do your research early on. Whether you’re comparing the features of appliances, searching for the perfect …Read More


	What Makes a Modern Kitchen?



There is no easy way to define a “modern kitchen design” because there are endless styles –all constantly evolving. It is, however, possible to hone …Read More
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Thinking of a new kitchen 



Take a look - have a dribble !!



kitchen Coordination creating beautiful spaces
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						Based in London, we cover: Hampstead, Fulham, Chelsea,  Knightsbridge , Elstree, Wimbledon, Mill Hill, Radlett, Harrow, Stanmore, Highgate as well as most of North & West London.
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